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Trustmark Voluntary Benefits offers Life, Accident, Critical Illness, Disability, and Hospital insurance solutions that help policyholders achieve greater financial security and well-being. For more than 100 years, we’ve been building a different kind of benefits company, and going beyond the needs of our customers.
More about Voluntary Benefits
Resources
File a claimView my policiesFormsContact us
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We deliver employer benefit solutions to small businesses with five or more employees, often providing solutions typically reserved for large groups. We focus on offering employer-sponsored, self-funded health benefit plan designs.





For more than three decades, customers have raved about our personal service, caring approach and unmatched knowledge and experience. You will too.

More about Small Business Benefits
Resources
LoginContact Us
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HealthFitness builds and manages comprehensive fitness solutions for leading companies and organizations. With a holistic approach that extends beyond fitness, HealthFitness engages and connects people both on-site and online, to create a strong community of health.
More about HealthFitness
Resources
BlogContact Us
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	Individuals[image: Chevron Arrow]
Trustmark Voluntary Benefits offers Life, Accident, Critical Illness, Disability, and Hospital insurance to employees of some of the smartest companies in America. For over 100 years, we’ve been providing voluntary benefits for employees to help keep their financial dreams on track.
More about Voluntary Benefits
Resources
File a claimView my policiesProductsContact us
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Trustmark Small Business Benefits member login offers self-service options on our portal and exceptional personal service anytime you call about your employer-sponsored benefit plan. 

More about Small Business Benefits
Resources
Contact Customer ServiceLogin
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Trustmark Voluntary Benefits offers innovative solutions to improve employee satisfaction and retention. With more than 100 years of experience, we know how to help your employees protect their finances so they can grow with you.
More about Voluntary Benefits
Resources
Learn about offering Trustmark Voluntary BenefitsBilling information (Current clients)Read our blog
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Your company is unique and so are your benefit needs. Our flexible, self-funded health benefit solutions are designed to meet the needs of businesses with five or more employees. 

More about Small Business Benefits
Resources
Contact Customer ServiceLoginStay Informed About COVID-19
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HealthFitness builds and manages comprehensive fitness solutions for leading companies and organizations. With a holistic approach that extends beyond fitness, HealthFitness engages and connects people both on-site and online, to create a strong community of health.
More about HealthFitness
Resources
BlogContact Us
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	Brokers[image: Chevron Arrow]
Trustmark Voluntary Benefitsâ€¯provides innovative solutions that help policyholders achieve greaterâ€¯financial security. Clients trust us because, with more than 100 years of industry experience, we have the expertise to provide complete benefit solutions that simplify the lives of employers while providing much needed protection to their employees.
More about Voluntary Benefits
Resources
LicensingCommissions & billing informationMarketing toolkitRead our blog
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We go above and beyond to exceed the self-funding needs of your small group clients. We serve businesses with five or more employees, often delivering benefits typically reserved for large groups.

 

More about Small Business Benefits
Resources
Contact Customer ServiceLoginStay Informed About COVID-19
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HealthFitness builds and manages comprehensive fitness solutions for leading companies and organizations. With a holistic approach that extends beyond fitness, HealthFitness engages and connects people both on-site and online, to create a strong community of health.
More about HealthFitness
Resources
BlogContact Us
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[image: Hero Slide]Helping Businesses and Employees Thrive
Trustmark offers solutions that help enhance wellbeing and provide greater financial security. Our client-first approach and strategic benefit strategy will help your business and employees thrive.
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Our Areas of Specialization
Employee benefits that go beyond the expected.

 

[image: Voluntary Benefits Tile]Voluntary Benefits
Innovative solutions for today’s voluntary benefits market and beyond.



[image: Small Business Benefits Tile]Small Business Benefits
Level-funding solutions for small to mid-size employers with self-funded health benefits
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Comprehensive fitness solutions for leading companies and organizations.








Chronic conditions cost U.S. employers $36.4 billion in missed work each year.


That’s why chronic employee engagement is so crucial.


Download our white paper, Through Engagement to Action: A Wellbeing Roadmap to learn more.

 


Download
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[image: arrow][image: icon]“We see HealthFitness as a key partner to help us achieve our health and wellbeing goals well into the future.”
Director, Health Management, Emory University
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[image: icon]"The customer service, it is genuine, it is courteous, it is professional, and I’ve never had one (customer service representative) who didn’t ask how I’m doing. And that makes a big difference; that makes your customers stay your customers."
Trustmark Voluntary Benefits Customer
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[image: icon]“(Trustmark Health Benefits) works to find a solution for the employee. I value their diligence in working with the member to get what they need. Their responses are very compassionate.”
Megan Fry, VP of HR, Community Health Center of Southeast Kansas
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Newsroom
Benefits Beyond Benefits

Press Release[image: Trustmark logo]
Chicago Tribune Top Workplace Award Winner
Read More


Press Release[image: Trustmark Simplink is Enrollment Technology Made Simple thumbnail]
Trustmark Simplink is Enrollment Technology Made Simple
Read More


Blog[image: The right hospital plan requires balance thumbnail]
The right hospital plan requires balance
Read More







Can't find what you're looking for?
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E.g. contact customer service, file a claim, eligibility, broker sales support, careers



*The ratings referenced here are for informational purposes only. All ratings are solely the opinions of the rating agencies. Neither insurer financial strength nor credit ratings are statements of fact nor are they recommendations to purchase any contract or policy. The ratings may be changed, superseded or withdrawn by the rating agencies at any time.


AM Best Financial Strength Rating applies to Trustmark Insurance Company, Trustmark Life Insurance Company and Trustmark Life Insurance Company of New York. Most recent rating review: March 28, 2023.
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400 Field Drive
Lake Forest, IL 60045
Â©2024

PrivacyTerms and Conditions of UsePrivacy Rights RequestNY Domestic Violence NoticeCoronavirus (COVID-19)SitemapTrustmark is the brand name used to refer to certain subsidiaries of Trustmark Mutual Holding Company that provide insurance and other products and services.




 



By continuing to use this website, you are agreeing to abide by our Privacy Policy and Terms and Conditions of Use. We use cookies to make sure the website can function, to measure traffic and to support the marketing of our services. By using the website, you agree to our use of cookies. Please read our Privacy Policy for further information about our use of cookies.
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